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  An Introduction 
The Air Ambulance Service is an organisation steeped in the values of 

Courage, Creativity and Compassion. These have served us well over the 

years and are at the heart of everything we do. Since the charity’s first 

operational flight in 2003 our dedicated crews have attended nearly 45,000 

potentially life-saving missions.  

Every day our charity is tasked with a unique set of missions which we 

respond to with our fantastic services, all of which are funded entirely by 

voluntary donations, trading and fundraising activities we undertake. This 

ethos remains at our core; we are here to work alongside and help the 

NHS without using their available funds. The impact we make with our 

services is to keep people alive, keep families together, to let children grow 

into adults and to enable the NHS to carry out more work than they would 

have been able to without our support.  

We also impact our communities by creating jobs, taking actions to 

improve the environment, bringing people together as volunteers and 

creating worthwhile training and experience opportunities.  

The Charity leads the way in the delivery of critical care and interhospital 

transfers, but the hard work is never over. To provide essential support to 

the NHS and our communities, the organisation is currently implementing 

its latest five-year strategy designed to continually advance response and 

critical care services to patients.  

Our work is only made possible by the wonderful support and generosity 

of the public, together with the dedication, skill and enthusiasm of staff and 

volunteers in all areas of operation. This support enables us to invest into 

our operational services, into developing staff and volunteers and into our 

future financial stability to protect the services needed now and in the 

future.  

As a director, you’ll play a critical role in driving the strategy to realise our 

aims and ambitions. You will bring your experience. You’ll embrace our 

collaborative and values-based approach. You’ll be a courageous and 

creative force within the Executive Leadership Team and will help move the 

organisation forward, understanding that people are at the heart of 

everything we do.  

If you believe you are a great fit for the role and our organisation, and you 

want to make a difference by supporting the lifesaving charity, I hope you 

will be inspired to find out more. 

Andy Williamson 

Chief Executive 
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Our Vision 

We want children to grow into 

adults, adults to live longer, families 

to stay together, making 

bereavement through trauma rare. 

 

Our Mission 

Our rapid response services 

work tirelessly to save lives 

and alleviate pain and 

suffering, wherever and 

whenever needed. 

 

The Air Ambulance Service (TAAS) 

provides two very important services. The 

first is Helicopter Emergency Medical 

Services (HEMS) working across the five 

counties of Warwickshire, 

Northamptonshire, Derbyshire, 

Leicestershire and Rutland 

In addition, The Children's Air Ambulance 

(TCAA) Is a life saving transfer service for 

critically ill babies and children which 

operates nationally. When a child is too 

sick to travel, we can fly medical teams 

and bespoke equipment to them from 

across the UK, turning their local hospital 

into a specialist centre. 

Our Organisation 
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The Role 

Title: Director of Brand, Marketing and Communications 

Reporting to:  Chief Executive 

Salary:  Up to £90,000  

Location: Flexible Location; Head Office in Rugby, 

Warkwickshire  

Reporting to the CEO, the Director of Brand, Marketing and Communications will be responsible for 

providing the strategic oversight of building TAAS brands through multiple channels and steering the 

direction and delivery of high-quality marketing and communications. Developing and implementing a 

strategy which will support and deliver the overall charity strategic aims will be a key focus of this role. 

Your objective will be to build and develop, and position appropriately, a set of complex brands into a well-

known and easily recognised national charity, ensuring a consistent and powerful presentation of The Air 

Ambulance Service as a whole.   You will provide energy, creativity and delivery focus to the department 

and stakeholders. 

Key Relationships: 

Internal 

Trustees, Executive Leadership Team, Senior Management Team. You will lead and manage the Head of 

Communications and existing team. 

External 

Charity ambassadors, suppliers, supporters, donors and volunteers, media, NHS influencers, business leaders 

and Government. 

The purpose of this role is to: 

◼ Cultivate a coherent and compelling set of brands which position the air ambulance service and the 

children's air ambulance as an externally recognised national healthcare charity and unites our 

stakeholders 

◼ Create a long term strategy to support our regular giving to include, lottery, legacies, events, In 

Memorium, retail, online, our volunteer network and supporters. 

◼ Recruit and build relationships with, influences, event attendees, in kind donors, regional and national 

board members and ambassadors. 

◼ Develop and implement a recognised communications plan to build awareness and engagement in 

respect of all areas of the charity. Ensuring each target audience is identified and, objectives are 

understood. 
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◼ Facilitate the full utilisation of the brand with all stakeholders, 

ensuring we speak as one with consistency and in an 

undeniable manner 

◼ Maximise and nurture opportunities to ensure TAAS is the 

primary source of expertise for media and partnership 

opportunities which extend our reach, influence and profile 

◼ Act as a principle spokesperson for the charity and provide 

guidance and briefings for the ELT 

and Trustees. 

 

◼ Provide leadership, management and accountability to 

staff within directorate 

◼ Be accountable for the setting and management of 

budget forecasts 

◼ Model the organisational values and provide mentoring 

opportunities 

◼ Raise the profile of the organisation through external 

networking, guest speaking and the sharing of expertise 

◼ Promote a clear vision, a positive culture, engagement 

and well-being across the whole organisation  

◼ Champion organisation wide business and people 

management improvement initiatives. 

Key Responsibilities: 

◼ Lead on the enhancement of our digital engagement offering, ensuring compelling and inspiring 

content 

◼ Develop the positioning of TAAS messaging using a full and varied marketing mix, both internally and 

externally 

◼ Ensure systems and processes for managing data comply with the organisation’s data protection 

obligations, charity law and other legal requirements 

◼ Develop national campaigns to inspire action through a broad range of media formats and fundraising 

initiatives to gain national presence 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Accountabilities 

◼ Develop and lead the function’s directorate for both the strategical and operational planning process 

◼ Coordinate and implement plans. Measure and evaluate against KPIs undertaking short-term 

corrective actions and ensuring long-term improvements 

◼ Be an active part of the Executive Leadership Team, shaping the future strategic direction and having 

an active input into key decisions  
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Knowledge and Experience: 

◼ Extensive knowledge and experience of the voluntary sector in a senior role 

◼ Experience of complex organisational brands and a diverse range of audiences 

◼ Experience in driving supporter engagement through a range of channels 

◼ Ability to inspire change through effective communication and campaigns 

◼ Effective management and use of CRM database and digital platforms 

◼ Proven track record of nurturing and influencing relationships with high profile organisations and 

individuals 

◼ Experience of building and leading a high-performing team in an organisation with comparable 

complexities to TAAS 

◼ Successful track record of leading the formation and delivery of a departmental strategy 

◼ Strong networking and relationship-building experience 

◼ Excellent verbal/written communication including experience of high-level reporting, business case 

preparation and participation at board level 

◼ Ability to influence at all levels 

◼ Excellent planning and organisational abilities with long term focus 

◼ Evidence of success in a similar role. 

Skills and Abilities: 

◼ Proven leadership skills in a multi-disciplinary team, managing, coaching and developing staff in a fast 

moving environment 

◼ Evidence of delivering successful outcomes by working collaboratively or in partnership across 

organisational boundaries 

◼ Ability to think in an entrepreneurial and creative way 

◼ Numerate with excellent analytical skills and an ability to interpret quantitative and qualitative data 

◼ Financial acumen to set realistic performance forecasts 

◼ The ability to balance innovative and strategic thinking with operational needs 

◼ Ability to act as an external ambassador, developing and stewarding relationships. 

Attitude and Values: 

◼ Genuine passion and interest in the charity’s work 

◼ Alignment to the charity’s values of Courage, Creativity and 

Compassion 

◼ High standards of personal integrity, honesty and professionalism 

◼ Resilient and highly motivated 

◼ Commitment to promoting an equal, diverse and inclusive working environment. 
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Our Offer 

Working at The Air Ambulance Service brings a sense of pride and job satisfaction which cannot be 

described.  This role offers the opportunity to truly shape and drive a charity which has people at its heart.  

All people. Our patients, supporters, volunteers and staff. 

Environment 

TAAS is an inclusive working environment where Equality, Diversity, Inclusivity and Human Rights are guiding 

principles, individuals are respected and the value of having a diverse workforce is recognised.  The 

recruitment, employment and development of people are based on qualifications, experience and 

competency to do the job, eliminating personal bias or prejudice. 

We are on a journey to be the organisation of choice and provide opportunity for the most talented and 

driven people from diverse backgrounds. 

 

This role attracts the following benefits: 

◼ Full time position 

◼ Position on the Executive Leadership Team 

◼ We operate flexible working.  You will only be expected to be on a TAAS site for 40% of your working 

week 

◼ Pension with employee contribution/employer contribution 

◼ 30 days holiday and your birthday day off 

◼ Company car allowance 
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How to Apply 

The preferred method of application is online at www.berwickpartners.co.uk/85922  

If you are unable to apply online please email your application to response.manager@berwickpartners.co.uk  

All applications will receive an automated response.  

All candidates are also requested to complete an online Diversity Monitoring Form which will be found at the 

end of the application process.  

For detailed information on how we process your personal data, please review our privacy policy on our 

website https://www.berwickpartners.co.uk/privacy-policy/ 

In line with GDPR, we ask that you do NOT send us any information that can identify children or any of your 

Sensitive Personal Data (racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade 

union membership, data concerning health or sex life and sexual orientation, genetic and/or biometric data) 

in your CV and application documentation. Following this notice, any inclusion of your Sensitive Personal 

Data in your CV/application documentation will be understood by us as your express consent to process this 

information going forward. Please also remember to not mention anyone’s information or details (e.g. 

referees) who have not previously agreed to their inclusion. 

If you have any queries or would like more information in regard to this document, please contact: 

Thomas Ewen 

Principal Consultant 

 

D: 020 3 970 1886 

M: 07971 366 048 

thomas.ewen@berwickpartners.co.uk  
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